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With development of Internet Finance，Peer-to-Peer lending is becoming one of 
main business model and is keeping sustainable growth over three times per year。
Peer-to-Peer lending increase investment and financing efficiency，it is excuting the 
mission of inclusive financial system。Financial innovation forces traditional finance 
to reform and innovation，it makes a positive contribution to push market interest rate 
and break monopoly of traditional finance。 
There are eight chapters to expound Peer-to-Peer lending development status and 
trend in China： 
Chapter one introduces origin and development of Internet Finance； Chapter two 
fulfills further information of Peer-to-Peer lending development；Chapter three 
focuses on present status of Peer-to-Peer lending in China； Chapter four compares 
the differences of Peer-to-Peer development in China and foreign countries；Chapter 
five introduces risk capital investment and shareholder background of Peer-to-Peer 
lending in China；Chapter six is main business models and case study of Peer-to-Peer 
lending； Chapter seven describes supervision model of Peer-to-Peer lending in 
China；Chapter eight analyses development trend of Peer-to-Peer platforms。 
This thesis introduces development of Peer-to-Peer platforms in foreign countries 
with large data basis。it discusses present status and main business models of 
Peer-to-Peer platforms in China。It mentions supervision method and ten supervision 
principles for Peer-to-Peer lending platforms，it also implements development trend of 
Peer-to-Peer in China。This thesis expounds Peer-to-Peer important position and 
function in financial innovation and economic development with large data statistics 
and case analysis。 
There are few books or articles related to P2P as a creative financial model. 
Writing this article is to attempt to reach following goals: firstly to provide domestic 
and foreign P2P lending information and operation support for P2P industry 
practitioners; secondly to provide sugguestion and selection basis for  deleopment of 
Internet financing in China; thirdly to provide successful experience in foreign 
countries for P2P lending regulatory policy. 
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